The School of Education and CECH present

POWER FRIDAY
October 13, 2017
407 Teachers-Dyer Complex

2-3 pm, Professional Development on Demystifying NIH
LaTrice Montgomery, and Sarah M. Clift
A one-hour professional development session to increase attendees’ awareness of grant applications and awards associated with the National Institutes of Health.

3-4 pm, Research Presentation
Be they Villains and Good Samaritans? Two Dimensions of Human Life History Strategy and How They Reflect Environmental Conditions
George B. Richardson, PhD, NCC, Associate Professor, School of Human Services
Life history theory works to explain biodiversity and contributes to our understanding of human variation. Psychometric research suggests human life history indicators are at least two dimensional and linked to environment in more complex ways than previously thought. This talk reviews recent findings, identifies important directions for research applying life history theory to variation within humans, and also provides potential implications for public health initiatives.

Collaboration as a Quantitative Research Methodologist through the Lens of a Few Studies
Christopher Swoboda, PhD, Associate Professor, School of Education
While methodologists often engage in significant primary scholarship, they also serve a critical role as collaborators. In this talk, Dr. Swoboda discusses experiences as a quantitative research methodologist assisting with the research concept and design, grant writing, data collection and analysis in a support role. Examples are drawn from a broad array of disciplines and serve to increase understanding of the methodological role in a collaborative team.

4 pm, Book Raffle (Need to be present to win)

4-5 pm, Time for Networking and Socializing

Please join us for this event even if you are only able to attend for part of the time. The professional development and research presentations are open to all CECH faculty, graduate students, and staff. Light snacks and beverages will be provided.

Contact Vicki Plano Clark (vicki.planoclar@uc.edu) if you are interested in sharing your work, have suggestions for a research-related topic, or any other question related to Power Friday.

Mark your calendars for the final Power Friday this fall! November 3, 2017